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Abstract - Conventional Notice Board employs manual display and monitoring with papers and 
ledgers. The Target users are unaware of information displayed on the notice board. The objective 
of the project is to display the message on the notice board from anywhere and anytime, that even 
provides broadcast alerts to the target users. The system was designed and developed using the 
Internet of Things. Arduino board integrates the display unit, Mobile App and SMS Agent through 
Internet. The message to be displayed on the notice board is sent through a mobile app to the 
board with Arduino. As soon as the message is displayed, SMS alert is sent to the target users. A 
system of efficient Notice Board display controlled through the Internet is accomplished and 

presented in this paper. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION  

 
Internet of things (IoT) is a connecting a physical smart 
devices and providing a information and also connecting 
a human to human relationships. In today's world of 
connectedness, people are becoming accustomed to easy 
access to information. Whether it's through the internet 
or television, people want to be updated information 
with the latest events happening around the world. Now 
a day's people prefer Internet of Things because they can 
interact with people easily and it requires less time[1-2]. 
 
Notice Board plays a vital role in today's world. It is 
commonly used in place like schools, colleges, railway 
stations and other variety of institutions [7]. In past 
years, Papers, ledgers, and documents are used to share 
information and latest news. Existing notice boards takes 
more time and it is a difficult process when a number of 
users or customers is high. It also costs more and the 
information is not received by the end users at the right 
time. It is emergency when it is in the need of 
information[8]. So, smart notice board is introduced to 
overcome the time and cost issues. 
The main aim of the project is to design a Internet of 
Things based notice board which displays the message 
sent from the user mobile app and to design a simple, 
easy and user friendly system, which can receive and 
display notice in a particular manner with date and time 
which will help the user to easily keep the track of notice 
board every day and each time the target user uses the 
system[9].So using Internet of Things to display the 
information and receive the information at a time and 
send the notifications to target users. 
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Displaying the notice on the notice board is a difficult 
process. It is a waste of time and requires a lot of 
resources like paper, printer ink, manpower to display 
the notice. In this paper, we have proposed a system 
which will display the information on the notice board 
using GSM and Arduino and also send a notification to 

multiple users at a time. Here we have proposed a 
system by which only authenticated person can send the 
information through a mobile phone. It requires less time 
due to fast data transmission through GSM module and 
requires less cost and resources.  
 

III. PROPOSED SMART NOTICE BOARD 

 

 

 
Fig.2 IOT based notification smart notice board 

 

 

 
The System consists of Arduino, GSM module, SMS 
Agent, Android Mobile and Touch Screen Display. The 
message will be sent to the users (multi receivers) using 
the client’s android app. The message will be sent via 
GSM module to the Arduino. The Arduino will be 

interfaced with the touch screen display and the SMS 
agent. The SMS agent will push the notification to the 
multi-users category which is retrieved from the 
database. Finally, the message will be displayed on the 
Smart Notice Board. 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION 

 
In the Proposed System, we need an android app to send 
the information to the multi users via Arduino and GSM 
SIM 800A. Initially, the admin has to install the android 
app on his android mobile phone. The admin will send 

the information from his android app.  The information 
will be received by the GSM SIM 800A.  
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A. Admin’s Mobile App 

The admin's Android app consists of two textboxes 
and a button. In the first textbox, the admin has to type 

the mobile number of the GSM SIM and in the second 
text box, type the information to be displayed on the 
notice board. When the admin taps on the send button, 
the information will be sent to the GSM SIM module[6]. 

 

Fig.3.1 Smart Android App 

The GSM will be interfaced with the Arduino and it 
will be processed by the Arduino and will be displayed in 
the Touch Screen Display. The Arduino is also interfaced 
with the SMS agent in order to send the notification 
messages to the end multi-users. The SMS agent consists 
of various category of users details. The admin can select 
the category of people to whom the notifications to be 
sent[5]. After selecting the category of people, the 
notification messages will be sent to the end users mobile 
phones. When the end users receive the notification 
message, they can go and check the notice board for the 
information. 

 

1) Android App’s restrictions 
The android app contains some restrictions they are: 

 

a) Mobile number: The admin has to enter only ten 
digit mobile number, otherwise it will show an error 
message "Mobile number must have 10 digits".  

 
Fig.3.2 Mobile Number Error Message 

 

b) Information message Restriction: The admin has 
to type at least a word as the message. The admin cannot 
send a blank message to the GSM. If he tries to send a 
blank message, it will show an error "Text Message 
cannot be blank". 

 
Fig.3.3 Text Message Error Message  

 

B. GSM Receives Message 

The admin sends information to the GSM SIM 800A. 
The GSM SIM 800A contains a GSM Sim slot in it. The 
message will be sent to the SIM number. The message 
will be processed inside the GSM module and the 
receiver inside will receive the SMS message sent by the 
Admin[9]. 

 

 Fig.3.4 Send Message to GSM  
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C. Arduino Module 

The Message received by the GSM SIM 800A will be 
forwarded to the Arduino module. The Arduino Uno 
will be powered and interfaced with the Touch 
Screen Display. The Arduino board will be loaded 
with Embedded C language program and it is verified 
and compiled. If there is no error in the program 
loaded, the final result will be obtained. 

 

D. Touch Screen Display 

The Arduino will be interfaced with the Touch 
Screen Display. The Arduino program written in 
Embedded C language will be loaded into Arduino 
Uno and will perform the actions and finally display 
the information if there is no error in the Embedded 
C program. 
 
 

 
 
Fig.3.5 Message Displayed on Smart Notice Board 

E. Notifications 

After sending the information message to the notice 
board, the admin has to select the category of people 
to whom the notification has to be sent. The admin 
will select the group of people and sent the 

notification message. The group of people will 
receive the notifications at a time. Then, they can go 
and check for the information on the Notice Board. 
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Fig.3.6 Notifications sent to multiple users 

 

 

CONCLUSION  

By Using the concept of this technology in the field of 
wireless communication we can make our 
communication more efficient and faster, with the 
greater efficiency we can display the messages and with 
fewer errors and better efficiency. Time consumed and 
paper wastage is reduced. This method can be used very 
efficiently in establishments like High-tech restaurants, 
educational  institutions ,public transport places like 
railways, bus station, and airport and also at the roadside 
for traffic control and in emergency situations like 
hospitals, temples,etc…. its cost is low and very easy 
handling method. It fully avoids usage of papers in 
displaying of notices and the information can be updated 
by every second.  
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